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Drilling work range 

■Vertical drilling range 

■Frontward drilling range ■Sideward drilling range 

■Sideward drilling range 

■Frontward drilling range 

Drilling range 

■Tilt , Slide 

■Rotation ■Boom 

■Swing 

The contents as well as the specifications on the catalogue can be changed in the course of time without announcement.  

In case the 
rotation cylinder 
installed leftward 

In case the rotation 
cylinder installed 
rightward 
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（Standard installation for RPD-180CD / Option for RPD-180C) 

■Dimentions and Specification 

Rod breaker and clamp 

This system can hold the size of 

P57～P216 rods without re-

placing clamp pieces. 

Crawler with equalizer cylinders 

The crawler equipped with equaliz-

er cylinders enables the machine 

itself to travel stably on the uneven 

ground and hill-climb smoothly on 

steep slopes 

Control pannel 

The control panel can be hydrau-

lically moved. The operator can fix 

its position at his or her conven-

ience. 

Feeding device 

This hydraulic motor and chain ena-

bles 60kN pulling force. 

■Main equipment 

RPD-180Cseries  

Mounted  with  High  perfor-

mance drill head 

Drill  head  "KD-1200B"  with  its  high-

speed  rotation  and  high  percussion 

output  makes  large-diameter  drillings 

easy and drilling speed still faster, too. 

Enables stable drillings 

The machine has 60 kN thrusting and 

pulling  force  in  addition  to  10  kN-m 

torque in high speed rotation, enabling 

stable drillings. 

Reduce  troublesome  related 

works 

Installing "free rod clamp system" allows 

the operator to disconnect rods from the 

size  P57  to  P216  without  changing 

clamp size. 

Easy to use control devise 

The control panel can be hydraulically up 

& downward 50cm range and horizon-

tally 180°range moved by shifting  a 

lever. This enables the operator fix its 

position at his or her convenience when 

drilling. 

Large drill working range 

A large drill working range is secured by 
the loading device equipped with 5 
elements link structure. 

Rotary speed change 

This machine can change rotation speed 

without reducing torque by controling its 

oil pump. (Also, it's possible to increase 

rotation speed more by Rotation Accel-

eration System. 

In order to turn off the engine immediate-

ly  on  enconuntering  an unexpected 

accident, the machine is equipped with 

an "emergency stop button". 

Equipped with Emergency 

stop button 

Drill head (KD-1200B) 

Back hammer system 

This machine is installed with pins 

around a hammer sub(shank rod) 

as  rotation  momentum  transmis-

sion.  KOKEN,  based on the long 

standing experience, can confident-

ly  introuduce  this  system,  which 

ensures a long life in the heart of its 

drill head. 

Protecting hydraulic hoses 

system 
Accumulators installed each in high 

and low pressure lines make hy-

draulic hoses much less shackable. 

This gives a long life to hydraulic 

hoses, too. 

Drill head type  KD-1200B 

Torque N-m 10800 

Max.rotation speed rpm 80（※100） 

Percussion blows bpm 2,200 

Percussion energy NJ 750 

※When the rotation speed is the maxi-

mum 100 rpm, percussion blows can't be 

made at the same time. 

Enhanced durability by large 

diameter hammer sub 

RPD-180Cseries Main feature 

Drilling data recording system   

(MWD system：Measurement While Drilling) 

●Displaying various drilling data 

This system can show various drilling data numerically and also in 

the form of graphs on its display. The operator can always check 

drilling data while drilling. 

●Automatic suspention function 

Data recordings automatically suspend when the inner clamp holds 

rods and this system recognizes this process as a drilling work 

suspension by the installed sensor. During this recording suspen-

sion period,each data recording like the depth, etc, doesn't func-

tion. 

 Model   RPD-180C / RPD-180CD 

Weight and Dimension   

Total weight  kg 12,500 

Length                       mm 7,600 

Width                              mm 2,420 

Height                                mm 2,720 

Engine 
Type  JCB 448TCAE(Tier4 final) / JCB 448TA3C-129(GB3) 

Rated output-rotation kW(PS)/rpm 129(175)/2,050 

Drill head 

Type  KD-1200B 

Percussion energy                  J 750 

Rotation power (standard) N･m  10,800 

Rotation (standard)  rpm   Run with percussion 80       rotation increase 100 

Crawler 

Track shoe width mm 450 

Wheel base mm 2,360 

Gradebility  ° 20 

Traveling speed                     Km/h 3.0 

Feed 

Type  Hydraulic motor & chain  

Feeding length Mm 3,000 

Feeding power N 60,000 

Feeding speed m/min fast 25    feeding 5 

Boring dia. Dia. mm Φ65～φ225 

7600 2420 

2
720 

Giving  percussion  forces  to  rods 

helps rod-pulling works when they 

gets stuck in ground (jamming). 

Rotation momentum 

transmitting system 


